Ly6d marks the earliest stage of B-cell specification and identifies the branchpoint between B-cell and T-cell development
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Common lymphoid progenitors (CLPs) clonally produce both B- and T-cell lineages, but have little myeloid potential in vivo. However, some studies claim that the upstream lymphoid-primed multipotent progenitor (LMPP) is the thymic seeding population, and suggest that CLPs are primarily B-cell-restricted. To identify surface proteins that distinguish functional CLPs from B-cell progenitors, we used a new computational method called Mining Developmentally Regulated Genes (MiDReG). We identified Ly6d, which divides CLPs into two distinct populations: one that retains full in vivo lymphoid potential and produces more thymocytes at early timepoints than LMPP, and another that behaves essentially as a B-cell progenitor.
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In embryonic and adult tissues, stem cells differentiate into their terminal progeny through a series of progenitor intermediates. Within these developmental intermediates, the expression signature of the mature lineage initiates (specification) and the potential to develop into alternative lineages is lost (commitment). In the hematopoietic hierarchy, such intermediates can be viewed as nodes or branchpoints between the different lineages. Cell fate decisions within these intermediates occur through a network of gene expression and epigenetic changes. Elucidating the molecular mechanisms that underlie developmental fate decisions has been the subject of intense research, and progress has depended on the ability to identify, isolate, and characterize the lineage potential and gene expression patterns of these intermediate populations.

However, even within the well-studied hematopoietic system, the identities of many developmental intermediates and the precise mechanisms that initiate a lineage choice remain unclear. For example, there is currently debate surrounding the identity of the cellular intermediate that serves as the branchpoint between the B- and T-lymphocyte lineages. The classical model of hematopoiesis contends that the common lymphoid progenitor (CLP) is the hub from which all lymphoid decisions are made (Kondo et al. 1997). Consistent with this model, we reported previously that the Flk2+ subset of CLPs has robust T-cell potential (Karsunky et al. 2008), and that it is the predominant source of T cells within the bone marrow in transplantation experiments (Serwold et al. 2008). However, other studies have suggested that CLPs predominantly differentiate into B cells, and that a population upstream of CLPs, the multipotent progenitor [MPP, sometimes called LMPP [lymphoid-primed MPP]], is the major source of T-cell progenitors from the bone marrow [Schwarz and Bhandoola 2004; Perry et al. 2006; Lai and Kondo 2007; Wada et al. 2008]. These contradictory findings may have resulted from B-cell-biased progenitors that copurify and contaminate preparations of CLPs. Therefore, we sought to determine whether separate B-cell-biased and unbiased cells exist within the CLP population.

In a related study, we presented a new bioinformatics method called Mining Developmentally Regulated Genes [MiDReG], which mines the massive repertoire of publicly available microarray data to identify genes that are up-regulated or down-regulated within a developmental pathway [D Sahoo, J Seita, D Bhattacharya, M Inlay, I Weissman, S Plevritis, and D Dill, in prep.]. MiDReG does not require that arrays of the intermediate populations exist, only the knowledge of two (or more) genes within a developmental pathway: one that is expressed exclusively in the stem or progenitor population, and one that is expressed exclusively in the mature lineage. We validated MiDReG for B-cell development using two seed genes: Kit for stem and progenitor cells, and Cd19 for mature B cells. Here, we apply MiDReG to the B fate versus T fate decision. In doing so, we identified Ly6d, a surface marker that bisects CLPs into two distinct populations. The Ly6d+ subset, called ALP [all-lymphoid progenitor], retains full lymphoid potential and early thymic seeding activity, whereas the Ly6d− subset, called BLP [B-cell-biased lymphoid progenitor], up-regulates the B-cell-specifying factors Ebf1 and Pax5 and behaves essentially as a B-cell progenitor. Thus, Ly6d identifies the first stage of B-cell development [BLP], and the population residing at the branchpoint between B- and T-cell development (ALP).

Results and Discussion

CLPs and the earliest B-cell progenitors reside at the transition from Kit-expressing progenitors to Cd19-expressing B-cell precursors, and thus represent the ideal intermediates to test MiDReG using the established seed genes. To identify markers that could potentially separate B-lineage-committed from uncommitted progenitors within
the CLP population, we used the following seed conditions for MiDReG (Fig. 1). For the first seed, we used the logical combination "Kit high AND Mpl high" to represent the progenitors, as both are expressed on early hematopoietic cells but not mature B cells. For the second seed, we used "Cd19 high AND Cd3 low" as Cd3 is expressed only on T cells and therefore this combination would eliminate arrays of heterogeneous populations (e.g., whole-tissue arrays). We focused exclusively on genes encoding cell surface proteins, as designated by the Gene Ontology (GO) database, with commercially available antibodies suitable for flow cytometry. From this analysis, MiDReG identified 26 genes encoding cell surface proteins that were predicted to be differentially expressed during B-cell development: 19 up-regulated (Fig. 1B) and seven down-regulated (Fig. 1C).

We focused on four genes—Cd34, Cd27, Il1r1, and Ly6d, as antibodies to these proteins were readily available—and examined their surface expression during the progression through the MPP, CLP, pre-pro-B, and fraction B (Fr B) stages. Because of the known presence of non-B-lineage cells within the pre-pro-B-cell population (Li et al. 1996; Nikolic et al. 2002), we first recharacterized this population as described in Supplemental Figure S1 to isolate only the B-cell progenitors within this population. Despite MiDReG's prediction of down-regulation, Cd34 protein levels were not markedly different between the MPP, CLP, pre-pro-B, and Fr B stages (data not shown). The other surface proteins, however, revealed interesting expression patterns. Cd27 is a known marker for early hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells, but is not expressed in mature naive B cells. As we summarize in Supplemental Figure S2, Cd27 is expressed on MPP, CLP, and pre-pro-B cells, but separates Fr B cells into Cd27+ and Cd27− subsets. Further characterization reveals that these subsets, which we call Fr B1 and Fr B2, are functionally distinct and represent early and late stages of Fr B, respectively. Interleukin-1 receptor 1 (Il1r1) is accurately predicted by MiDReG to be down-regulated during B-cell development (Supplemental Fig. S3). Furthermore, we find that CLP, pre-pro-B, and Fr B cells all respond differently to IL-1 in vitro. While CLPs develop exclusively into dendritic cells (DCs) in IL-1 cultures, pre-pro-B cells die by apoptosis and Fr B cells are unaffected (Supplemental Fig. S3).

The fourth marker, Ly6d, was predicted by MiDReG to be up-regulated during B-cell development (Fig. 1B). Ly6d, also known as Thb (Eckhardt and Herzenberg 1980), is expressed in all mature B cells and plasmacytoid DCs, as well as developing, but not mature, thymocytes (Supplemental Fig. S4; Reese et al. 2001). We examined Ly6d expression in MPP, CLP, and pre-pro-B cells and found that MPPs were uniformly Ly6d−, as were all hematopoietic stem cells, while Ly6d was highly expressed on pre-pro-B cells (Fig. 1D). Interestingly, Ly6d expression divided the CLP population into two approximately equal subpopulations (Fig. 1D). Ly6d+ CLPs expressed higher levels of Kit than Ly6d− CLPs, similar to the level of ckit expression observed for MPPs, consistent with a progenitor/progeny relationship between these three populations (Fig. 1E; Supplemental Fig. S5). Ly6d− CLPs also expressed lower levels of Il7r than Ly6d+ CLPs (Supplemental Fig. S5). We also observed that Ly6d− CLPs developmentally precede Ly6d+ CLPs in vitro (Supplemental Fig. S6). As we show below, only the Ly6d− subset of CLPs possesses full lymphoid potential. To distinguish this population from the original CLPs, we designate this population ALPs. As the Ly6d− subset is almost totally B-cell-committed, we hereafter refer to this population as BLPS.

We next examined the in vivo lymphoid potential of ALPs and BLPS, as well as the stage that precedes them [MPP] and the stage that follows [pre-pro-B] (Fig. 2). We sorted and transplanted MPP, Ly6d− ALP, Ly6d+ BLP, and pre-pro-B cells intravenously into sublethally irradiated recipients at physiologic proportions (~10,000–20,000 cells per transplant). At day 7, BLPS produced more B cells in the spleen than did ALPs. However, by day 14, ALPs surpassed BLPS and produced more B cells. Given the in vitro lineage relationship between ALPs and BLPS (Supplemental Fig. S6), these data suggest that BLPS are the more immediate precursor to B cells, and that ALPs produce B cells through a BLP intermediate. In contrast, at both time points, ALPs produced more DCs and natural killer (NK) cells in the spleen, and more T cells...
in the thymus, than did BLPs [Fig. 2A]. While ALPs produced a low number of macrophages and granulocytes, MPPs produced ∼50-fold and 200-fold more, respectively. These data indicate retention of lymphoid potential during the LMPP-to-ALP transition with a substantial, but not total, loss of myeloid potential. Similar to pre-pro-B cells, BLPs generated almost exclusively B cells. Consistent with previous reports by our laboratory [Serwold et al. 2008], ALPs produced more T-lineage cells in the thymus than MPPs at these early time points.

To directly assess the T-lineage potential of ALPs and BLPs in the absence of homing requirements, we transplanted these populations along with MPP and pre-pro-B cells intrathymically into nonirradiated recipients in the same proportions as above and analyzed T-cell output at day 9 [Fig. 3; Supplemental Fig. S7]. Approximately 65% of donor cells derived from ALPs were of the T-cell lineage [Fig. 3A], and in 10-fold greater numbers than the T cells produced by either MPPs or BLPs [Fig. 3B]. In contrast, BLPs, like pre-pro-B cells, produced almost exclusively B cells, comprising nearly 90% of donor-derived cells [Fig. 3A], and in numbers far greater than ALPs [Fig. 3B], suggesting that BLPs are almost fully committed to the B-cell fate even when placed directly into a strongly T-cell-inducing environment in vivo. However, those few BLPs that developed into T cells did so with similar kinetics as ALPs, as most were at the DN3 stage and beyond [Fig. 3C]. In contrast, MPP-derived T cells did not differentiate significantly, and remained mostly at the DN1 stage [Fig. 3C]. ALPs did produce a minor but detectable B-cell output [Fig. 3A,B], reminiscent of the lineage potential of the earliest Flk2+ thymic progenitor [Sambandam et al. 2005], and consistent with the low output of B cells from the thymus [Akashi et al. 2000]. Thus, it appears Ly6d expression marks an important developmental transition, when CLPs lose T-, DC-, and NK-cell potential and commit to the B-cell lineage.

The transcription factor E2A is known to initiate the global gene expression profile of B-lineage specification through the up-regulation of genes such as Ebf1 and Pax5 (Kee and Murre 1998; Murre 2007). If Ly6d expression correlates with the earliest step in B-cell specification, we would predict that expression of these B-cell-specifying factors would begin during the transition from Ly6d+ ALPs to Ly6d BLPs. Consistent with our hypothesis, expression of the B-lineage transcription factors Ebf1 and Pax5 increased dramatically during this transition, as did other E2A target genes involved in early B-cell development: Rag1, VpreB, and A5 [Fig. 4A]. To examine expression changes across a broader spectrum of genes, we compared microarrays of MPP, ALP, BL, and pre-pro-B cells [Supplemental Fig. S8]. In addition to the aforementioned B-cell factors, we identified a number of other factors including OCA-B [Pou2af1], Igα (Cd79a), Igβ (Cd79b), Blk, SpiB, and FoxO1 that also became highly up-regulated during the ALP-to-BLP transition.

E2A functions throughout hematopoiesis, with established roles in lymphoid and myeloid development [Kee 2009], and even hematopoietic stem cell self-renewal [Yang et al. 2008; Semerad et al. 2009]. However, only B-cell development is absolutely blocked in mice lacking E2A [Bain et al. 1994]. While we would expect E2A-deficient mice to be blocked at the ALP-BLP transition, initial characterization of E2A knockout mice suggested that B-cell development was blocked at the pre-pro-B-cell stage, which is after this transition [Bain et al. 1997]. We therefore re-examined E2A-deficient animals to determine the precise stage at which B-cell development is blocked [Fig. 4B,C]. While the overall number of CLPs is reduced in these mice, consistent with previous reports...
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occurs during the ALP-to-BLP transition. These data suggest that E2A activates a program of B-cell specifica-
tion during the transition from ALP to BLP. Given that ALPs are the major thymic seeding population from the bone marrow (Fig. 2A; Serwold et al. 2008), and that, within the thymus, ALPs produce mainly T cells, we therefore conclude that ALPs reside at the branchpoint of B- and T-cell development (Fig. 4D).

In this report, we applied a novel algorithm called MiDReG to address an unresolved stage in hematopoietic development: the branchpoint between B- and T-cell development. MiDReG successfully predicted many developmentally regulated genes in B-cell development, and three surface markers functionally relevant to B-cell biology. One of these markers, Ly6d, separates CLPs into two distinct populations: one that contains full lymphoid potential [ALP] and another that is almost exclusively B-cell restricted in vivo [BLP]. A similar finding using a λ5 reporter transgene has demonstrated that a small subset of CLPs is B-cell-restricted, although only 5% of CLPs expressed this reporter (Mansson et al. 2008). We did observe a large increase in λ5 expression between the ALP and BLP stages by both real-time RT–PCR and microarray analyses, suggesting that λ5 expression initiates within the BLP population. However, the BLP population encom-

suppressing Id2/Id3 expression [Thal et al. 2009]. As Ebf1 expression increases dramatically between the ALP and BLP populations, we suspect that the majority of Ebf1-expressing cells are contained within the BLP population.

Some groups have reported the existence of B220+ T-cell progenitors in the bone marrow [Martin et al. 2003]. In contrast to these studies, we never observed in vivo T-cell potential from any B220+ population (Serwold et al. 2008). While Ly6d+ BLPs retain some residual T-cell potential, this may reflect a general property of development: that permanent commitment to a lineage does not occur until the chromatin of genes driving alternative lineages is completely shut [King et al. 2002]. Likewise, we found a low level of myeloid output from ALP, particularly in the thymus. As a technical note, because of the lower level of IL7Rα expression in ALP, we find that the separation of ALPs from upstream MPPs depends critically on bright IL7Rα staining. Furthermore, Kit expression is higher in ALPs than bulk CLPs, and partially overlaps with the level of Kit expression in MPPs. These overlap Kit levels suggests that many previous studies implicating MPPs as proximate T-cell progenitors used preparations of MPPs that were contaminated with ALPs. The use of Ly6d greatly improves the ability to isolate full

(Borghesi et al. 2005; Kee 2009), we found no detectable pre-pro-B cells or BLPs (Fig. 4B,C). All B220+ cells we identified (traditionally a marker for the B-cell lineage) coexpressed the DC marker CD11c, and are likely DC-committed cells (Fig. 4B, Supplemental Fig. S2; Nikolic et al. 2002). There were still substantial, though reduced, numbers of ALPs detected, roughly equivalent to the known reduction in MPPs [Dias et al. 2008; Yang et al. 2008], indicating that the complete block in development occurs during the ALP-to-BLP transition. These data suggest that E2A activates a program of B-cell specifica-

Figure 3. In vivo lineage potential of Ly6d+ and Ly6d− bone marrow progenitors by intrathymic transplantation. [A] Intrathymic trans-

plants (i.t.) of MPPs, ALPs, BLPs, and pre-pro-Bs (ppB) into non-

irradiated recipients. Similar proportions of cells were transplanted as in Figure 2. Thymuses were harvested at day 9, and the distribution of donor cells within each lineage is shown. Displayed are the combined results from two independent experiments. [B] Absolute number of donor T-cell output [left] and B-cell output [right] recovered from the intrathymic transplants shown in A. [C] Distribution of donor T lineage cells from MPPs, ALPs, and BLPS, listed as a fraction of total donor T cells. Representative stains for intrathymic analyses and definitions of all lineages can be found in Supplemental Figure S7.

Figure 4. B-cell specification occurs during the ALP-to-BLP transition. [A] Quantitative RT–PCR of B-lineage genes in hematopoietic progenitors and B-committed populations in wild-type bone marrow. Samples were normalized to β-actin transcription and shown relative to the population with the highest expression of each gene. (ND) Not detected [Ct > 32 cycles]. The fold change between ALPs and BLPs is shown for select genes, with an asterisk indicating statistical significance (unpaired t-test, \( P < 0.05 \)). Error bars are shown for the MPP, ALP, and BLP samples. [B] Wild-type and age-matched E2A+− bone marrow were stained to examine changes in the proportions of MPP, ALP, BLP, and pre-pro-B cells. Only live lin− [Mac1+ Ter119+ Gr1+ CD3−] and CD27+ cells are shown. Percentages within each gate are shown. [C] Absolute numbers of progenitor populations in wild-type and E2A−− bone marrow. Absolute numbers are estimated for the two femurs, tibias, and hips of 6-wk-old mice. [D] Proposed model for the branching of the GM-cell, T-cell, and B-cell lineages from hematopoietic progenitors.
lymphoid progenitors from both downstream B-cell progenitors and upstream MPPs. These data also strongly suggest that the ALP is the central hub from which each lymphoid lineage fate restriction occurs. From a clinical standpoint, this is an important finding, as infusion of the most developmentally proximal transplantable T-cell progenitors can rapidly reconstitute immunity and prevent fatal infections following chemotherapy or irradiation (Arber et al. 2003).

Materials and methods
MiDReG
Details of the mathematics underlying MiDReG is described elsewhere (D Sahoo, J Seita, M Inlay, I Weissman, S Plevritis, and D Dill, in prep.). For the prediction of genes encoding cell surface molecules developmentally regulated in B-cell development, two seed conditions were used: Seed A (Kit high and Mpl high) and Seed B (Cd19 high and Cd45 low). For the up-regulated genes, MiDReG predicted gene X such that [Kit high AND Mpl high] = X low = ~ [Cd19 high AND Cd45 low]. The down-regulated genes are predicted using, [Kit high AND Mpl high] = X high = ~ [Cd19 high AND Cd45 low]. Genes encoding surface proteins were identified using GO terms “membrane” and “membrane fraction.” The list of genes was further filtered using commercially available antibodies that are suitable for flow cytometry applications on Biocompare.

Animals
All animal procedures were approved by the International Animal Care and Use Committee, and the Stanford Administrative Panel on Laboratory Animal Care. C57Bl/Ka-Thy1.1 mice were derived and maintained at Stanford University. Bone marrow and spleen cells were obtained from mice aged 10–12 wk. C57Bl/Ka-Thy1.1 CD45.2 strains were derived and maintained in our laboratory. Bone marrow was harvested from donor mice by crushing bones and a 50/50 mix (Sigma). Where indicated, bone marrow was lineage-depleted by adding lineage antibodies (Mac-1, Gr-1, Ter119, and, optionally, CD19), counted using a Vi-CELL XR cell counter (Beckman Coulter) to determine viable cells. For thymus analyses, after depletion, the entirety of remaining viable cells were sorted. For thymus analyses, after depletion, the entirety of remaining viable cells were analyzed.

Antibodies
A complete list of all antibodies used in the study is shown in Supplemental Table S1.

Bone marrow preparation and staining
Bone marrow was harvested from donor mice by crushing bones and removing debris on density gradient using Histopaque 1119 or 1077, or a 50/50 mix (Sigma). Where indicated, bone marrow was lineage-depleted by adding lineage antibodies (Mac-1, Gr-1, Ter119, and, optionally, CD19), then adding dynabeads (Invitrogen) and removing bound cells via magnetic field according to the manufacturer's instructions. Depleted bone marrow was stained in PBS with 2% fetal calf serum (FCS) for 15 min on ice. Stained cells were resuspended in PBS with 10% FCS prior to sorting. For fluorescence minus one (FMO) controls, cells were stained with all antibodies except for the one in question.

Fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS)
All cells were sorted and data were collected on a BD FACS-Aria (Becton Dickinson). FlowJo software (TreeStar) was used for flow cytometric data analysis. Cells were sorted into ice-cold PBS with 10% FCS, or into tissue culture medium.

Cell cultures
Cells were cultured in Iscove’s Modified Dulbecco’s Eagle Medium (Invitrogen) with 10% FCS, 50 μM β-mercaptoethanol, sodium pyruvate, L-glutamine, and nonessential amino acids for the indicated time period in the presence of 40 μg/mL each Flt3L (R&D Systems), SCF (R&D Systems), and IL-7 (rbioscience). All cultures were supported by National Institutes of Health grants 5U56CA112973 (to S.K.P.) and 5R01DA047457 and 5R01DA047458 (to L.W.), and a grant from the Thomas and Stacey Siebel Foundation (to I.L.W.). D.S. and D.D. were supported by National Institutes of Health grant 1R21CA149921, awarded by the National Cancer Institute, and a fellowship from the California Institute for Regenerative Medicine (T1-00001); D.B. is supported by a fellowship from the Cancer Research Institute (T32AI072902) and from the National Institutes of Health (K01DK078318); S.K.P. is supported by a fellowship from the California Institute for Regenerative Medicine (T1-00001); and D.S., D.D., and S.K.P. were supported by National Institutes of Health grant 5U56CA112973 (to S.K.P.). M.A.I. is supported by PHS Grant number CA09151, awarded by the National Cancer Institute, and a fellowship from the Thomas and Stacey Siebel Foundation (to I.L.W.).
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